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Abstract— Heterogeneous networks (HetNets), consisting of 

Macro NodeBs (macros) and low power Pico NodeBs (picos), can 

increase system capacity by offloading some users to the picos. 

However, this offloading may be limited due to intercell 

interference from macros to picos that reduces their coverage. 

HSPA Multi-carrier HetNets allow the use of range expansion 

techniques to achieve more offloading, such as power reduction 

from the macros on one carrier. This paper provides a system 

level analysis of the gain provided by power reduction on one 

carrier of the macros in a HetNet environment. As the 

interference from the macros is reduced, more capacity offloading 

to picos occurs and higher system capacity can be achieved. By 

considering cell biasing in serving cell selection, further gains can 

be observed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 ith the increasing demand for data traffic, today’s 

cellular networks are in need of further improvements in 

their system spectral efficiency. Since the link efficiency in 

today’s cellular standards is approaching theoretical limits, one 

way to achieve increased efficiency is by deploying more cells. 

In areas with a high density of macros (which are also typically 

the areas with high traffic demand), deploying more macros 

may lead to increased inter-cell interference, which may 

dampen the gains of adding additional cells. Moreover, the 

costs associated with deploying more macros also make this 

option unattractive. 

An interesting alternative may be to additionally deploy 

lower power nodes. In general, a network that consists of a 

combination of macros and low power nodes, which can have 

different transmit powers and may even support different 

numbers of carriers, may be called a Heterogeneous Network 

[1]-[3]. When user and traffic distribution is concentrated in 

small areas called “hotspots”, HetNets offer increased capacity 

without a significant increase in downlink interference [4].  

Due to the much larger coverage area of macros, they tend to 

be more loaded than picos, and hence, “offloading” more users 

to picos would help better utilize the additional capacity 

provided by picos. One aspect that may limit the coverage and 

hence, gains from picos may be the interference due to the 

higher power macros. In this context, the multi-carrier HetNet 
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deployment provides more flexibility in terms of offloading. 

For example, given a dual carrier network consisting of a macro 

and one or more picos, by range expansion techniques, such as 

reducing the transmit power from one carrier in the macro, the 

pico(s) will see less interference and additional UEs can be 

offloaded to them. Note that the gain in pico coverage comes at 

the expense of decreasing the transmit power of the macro that 

the picos are closest to. Care should thus be taken that this 

technique be employed only when there is a significant 

proportion of UEs near the pico(s) coverage. In order to achieve 

more offloading, it may not be desirable that a user is always 

served by the cell with the best link quality; the cell individual 

offset (CIO) parameter can be used to bias the UE’s choice of 

serving cell so that more UEs are offloaded to the picos.  

In this paper, we evaluate the performance improvement 

provided by power reduction on one carrier of the macros in a 

two-carrier HetNet. We start with a brief introduction of 

HetNets and multi-carrier deployments. Then, we describe the 

different serving cell selection criteria considered in this paper. 

Finally, we provide our system level simulation assumptions 

and results. 

II. HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS (HETNETS)  

A heterogeneous network (HetNet) is a combination of 

macros, micros, picos, and/or femto cells in the same network. 

Each type of NodeB can have cells with different transmit 

power and UE access rules. In addition the NodeBs may 

support a different number of carriers in a given geographical 

area (sector). In this paper, we focus on a HSPA HetNet 

composed of a mix of macros and picos, and assume that all 

cells allow open access to UEs. 

HetNets are a useful network architectural option 

particularly when users and traffic are concentrated in small 

areas. In such scenarios, deploying extra macros near the 

hotspot may cause significant additional interference, while 

lower power picos may be able to cover the hotspot at a smaller 

cost in terms of interference. With the deployment of picos, 

users can be offloaded to a pico cell from a macro cell, even if it 

is the weaker cell, resulting in a smaller number of users served 

by each cell on average and a greater proportion of time is 

available to schedule each user from its serving cell. Thus, each 

user may enjoy higher data rates and the system capacity is 

likely to be improved.   
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Figure 1: Illustration of heterogeneous network 

deployment. Figure shows received Ecp/Io and the 

downlink boundary in two example setups.

A. Multi-Carrier HetNets 

In this paper, we focus on multi-carrier 

carrier) HetNets, i.e., HetNets where both macros and picos can 

support more than one carrier. Since picos are typically 

deployed in regions which require additional capacity, 

operators should consider deploying more than one carrier

these areas. As we discuss next, the multi

deployment provides flexibility in terms of choice of transmit 

power per carrier, UE association rules, and interference 

management. 

We provide an example of such flexibility. 

scenario shown in Figure 1, in which both the macro and 

pico have two carriers, F1 and F2. The transmit power

macro on both carriers is 43dBm and that of the pico is 30dBm

for both carriers, as shown in Setup 1. Typically, the 

cell for a UE is the one with the best DL channel quality, e.g., 

received pilot power divided by the total received 

Ecp/Io. In Setup 1, the intersection of the two 

curves of the macro and pico represents the DL boundary.

means that the coverage of the pico is fairly limited, mainly due 

to interference coming from the macro signal

equipped with an advanced receiver capable of 

cancellation. 

If only the transmit power of the macro on F2 is reduced, e.g., 

from 43dBm to 30dBm as illustrated in Setup 2

point A,  the Ecp/Io on F2 of the macro will be lower while that 

of the pico will be higher due to less interference

macro. The Ecp/Ios on F2 are denoted by the red curves in 

Figure 1, while the Ecp/Ios on F1 are the same as in Setup 1

The DL boundary on F2 is now moved towards the macro 

point A to point B), implying that coverage area of the 

F2 is enlarged and more UEs can be offloaded from the macro 

to the pico. This phenomenon is also called “

of the pico cell. Since picos are typically less loaded than 

macros (due to their smaller coverage), this leads to a better 
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heterogeneous network 

received Ecp/Io and the 

.  

carrier (specifically, 2 

, i.e., HetNets where both macros and picos can 

picos are typically 

which require additional capacity, 

more than one carrier in 

multi-carrier HetNet 

choice of transmit 

, and interference 

We provide an example of such flexibility. Consider the 

scenario shown in Figure 1, in which both the macro and the 

transmit power of the 

macro on both carriers is 43dBm and that of the pico is 30dBm 

Typically, the serving 

best DL channel quality, e.g., 

total received power, or 

intersection of the two yellow Ecp/Io 

the DL boundary. This 

limited, mainly due 

to interference coming from the macro signal if the UE is not 

advanced receiver capable of DL interference 

on F2 is reduced, e.g., 

m 43dBm to 30dBm as illustrated in Setup 2 in Figure 1, at 

on F2 of the macro will be lower while that 

due to less interference from the 

are denoted by the red curves in 

are the same as in Setup 1. 

moved towards the macro (from 

coverage area of the pico on 

more UEs can be offloaded from the macro 

“range expansion” 

Since picos are typically less loaded than 

this leads to a better 

distribution of UEs across cells. Note that t

to provide universal coverage on F1

While providing benefits in terms of “range expansion” of 

picos, reduction of macro power on one carrier reduces the 

macro’s coverage on that carrier. 

reduction techniques provide benefit when: (a) 

fraction of UEs are within range of the pico

reduction is applied at the macro

interference-limited on the downlink, so that reducing macro’

power significantly improves the coverage

To identify scenarios where and when 

help, several kinds of techniques could be considered

techniques could rely on pilot reports from multiple UEs

may just be time-of-day dependent. As an example

if one or more picos are deployed nea

“range expansion” of picos may be enabled during office hours, 

but disabled at other times. In addition,

should also ensure that due to the power reduction at the macros, 

UEs that do not fall under the expanded range of the picos can 

continue to be served by the macros, i.e., there 

holes for the macro UEs. Note that 

techniques and network planning are not the focus of

III. SERVING CELL S

As discussed in the previous section, DL 

typically used as the metric to decide the 

In HetNets, due to the existence of NodeB

classes, it may not always be desirable to 

by the cell with the best DL Ecp/Io

were used as the serving cell selection metric

Figure 1, the pico would have a small coverage area, resulting 

in very little capacity offloading gain

offloading to picos, one can bias cell selection towards picos by  

using Cell Individual Offset (CIO). 

CIO of each cell, the best cell for UE 

selected as:                         serving cell for UE � on Fi                  �  argmax� ������� �Fi,� � CIO
where i denotes the carrier index, i = {1,2

of a cell. Note that CIO causes some UEs to be served by picos

even though their geometry to the macro may be better. 

avoid throughput impact to such UEs, CIO should be used with 

caution. Our recommendation (based on simulations) 

CIO of 3dB for picos. Note that with UE receivers capable of 

Interference Cancelation, higher values of CIO may be 

without impact to the throughput of UEs

not explored in this paper. 

Since the scenarios in this paper 

supported by both the macro and pico, 

criteria needs to be defined for both 

dual-carrier UEs.  

A. Single-Carrier Capable UE 

As described in Equation (1), the 

the cell with the highest Ecp/Io + CIO on that carrier. If both the 

2

Note that the macro continues 

.  

While providing benefits in terms of “range expansion” of 

on one carrier reduces the 

macro’s coverage on that carrier. In general, such power 

provide benefit when: (a) a significant 

fraction of UEs are within range of the pico(s) after the power 

reduction is applied at the macro, and (b) the system is 

limited on the downlink, so that reducing macro’s 

coverage of the pico.  

and when “range expansion” can 

of techniques could be considered. Such 

rely on pilot reports from multiple UEs, or 

As an example of the latter, 

deployed near an office building, 

may be enabled during office hours, 

In addition, network planning 

wer reduction at the macros, 

der the expanded range of the picos can 

continue to be served by the macros, i.e., there are no coverage 

Note that such range expansion 

are not the focus of this paper. 

SELECTION  

As discussed in the previous section, DL Ecp/Io or RSSI is 

typically used as the metric to decide the serving cell of a UE. 

NodeBs of different power 

desirable to make a UE be served 

Ecp/Io. As an example, if Ecp/Io 

used as the serving cell selection metric in Setup 1 of 

, the pico would have a small coverage area, resulting 

in very little capacity offloading gain. In order to enable more 

one can bias cell selection towards picos by  

Thus, after considering the 

UE k on carrier Fi will be 

on Fi CIOFi,�# ,   $1&  
= {1,2} and n denotes the ID 

CIO causes some UEs to be served by picos, 

even though their geometry to the macro may be better. Thus, to 

UEs, CIO should be used with 

(based on simulations) is to use a 

CIO of 3dB for picos. Note that with UE receivers capable of 

r values of CIO may be possible 

throughput of UEs served by picos: this is 

Since the scenarios in this paper involve two carriers 

the macro and pico, the serving cell selection 

needs to be defined for both single-carrier and 

the best cell for UE k on Fi is 

the cell with the highest Ecp/Io + CIO on that carrier. If both the 
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macros and the picos have two carriers while the UE is only 

single-carrier capable, the UE also needs to select a carrier. The 

serving cell selection criteria used in this paper is for the UE to 

be served by the NodeB and carrier from which it has the best 

received Ecp/Io + CIO, where the best value is chosen across 

carriers: serving cell for UE � �  argmaxFi,� ������� �Fi,� � CIOFi,�# .   $2& 
B. Dual-Carrier Capable UE 

If the UE is dual-carrier capable, the data rate it can receive is 

the rate summed over both carriers from a NodeB, and a natural 

serving cell selection policy is to associate the UE with the 

sector that provides the best summed rate. In Setup1 

(symmetric transmit power on both carriers from a NodeB), 

maximizing the sum rate is equivalent to maximizing the rate a 

UE can receive in any of the carriers. In Setup2, the rate 

received on macro F1 or pico F2 is the dominant part of the sum 

rate, and maximizing the sum rate is equivalent to maximizing 

the best rate across carriers. The serving cell can, thus, be 

selected as:  serving cell for UE � �  argmax� )maxFi *+Fi,�,- .   $3& 
Here, +Fi,� denotes the projected rate that UE k can receive 

from cell n on carrier Fi, and is proportional to /01234 5Fi,�. More 

specifically, since the total received power �6 of a UE has three 

components: �6 � ��7 � ��� � 86 , the SINR can be estimated 

by SINR � ��7 �6 − ��7 � � �6 ��7 − 1�=> .  
With ?@�ABC�D  ≜ TotalTxPwrPilotPwr  , we have ��7  � ��� ∗ ?@�ABC�D  and   

 SINR � K 1 ����� ∗ ?@�ABC�D − 1L
=>
,  

with which the rate can be estimated using Shannon capacity 

formula.  

Since this cell selection policy is based only on /01234 5Fi,�, the 

coverage area of the picos can be expanded using CIO. In this 

case, the serving cell selection policy becomes:                      serving cell for UE �               �  argmax� �maxFi ������� �Fi,� � CIOFi,�## .   $4& 
IV. SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATION 

In this section, we show results of system simulations to 

demonstrate the benefits of introducing picos and the impact of 

power reduction on one carrier of the macros. The system 

layout related parameters are based on NGMN [5] and 3GPP 

[6,7] evaluation methodologies. In particular, we consider a 

57-cell deployment of macros with wrap-around and inter-site 

distance of 500m. The macros are sectorized into 3 cells, and 

the picos are omni-directional. There are 4 picos uniformly 

dropped in each macro area, with the minimum distance 

between a macro and a pico being 75m. The minimum distance 

from a macro or a pico to a UE is 35m and 10m respectively. 

The propagation loss models for picos are based on the LTE-A 

evaluation methodology [8]. We assume perfect UL in the 

simulations; solutions to handle potential DL-UL imbalance 

issues can be found in [11] and are not explored in this paper. 

We consider two models for dropping UEs in the system: 

uniform dropping, where UEs are assumed to be uniformly 

distributed within each macro, and clustered dropping, where 

50% of UEs in the system are clustered around picos within a 

radius of 40m, and the remaining UEs are uniformly distributed 

within each macro. Our simulations use a proportional fair 

scheduler [9]. The UE uses two receive antennas and a linear 

MMSE Type 3i equalizer.  

We consider two types of traffic models: Full Buffer and 

Bursty traffic. Bursty traffic is modeled as bursts of size xMb (x 

is varied to create different loads) with a mean inter-burst time 

of 5 seconds [10] exponentially distributed. For bursty traffic, 

we assume the burst shows up in its entirety at the NodeB in 

one instance, and use Burst Rate as the performance metric, 

which is defined as the burst size divided by the time between 

the arrival of the burst at the NodeB and the successful delivery 

of the last byte of the burst to the UE. 

We consider two power levels of macros on F2: 43dBm 

(denoted as “Setup 1”) and 30dBm (denoted as “Setup 2”: this 

setup allows “range expansion” of picos). For both setups the 

transmit power of macros on F1 is 43dBm, and of picos on both 

carriers is 30dBm. To demonstrate the impact of different CIO 

values, we simulated two CIO settings for picos, 0dB and 3dB.  

A. Full Buffer Simulation Results 

The physical layer UE throughput distributions are shown in 

Figure 2 to Figure 5. For all the cases, deployments of picos 

provide higher user throughputs than the baseline (macros 

only).  

Figure 2 shows the DL throughput CDF for single-carrier 

capable UEs, where there are 32 UEs per macro area dropped 

according to the clustered dropping model. The statistics 

extracted from Figure 2 are summarized in Table 1, where the 

gain shown is with respect to the baseline (macros only). By 

reducing the macro transmit power on F2, more UEs are 

offloaded to picos, resulting in higher cell-splitting gain and 

improvement of the mean/tail/median throughput. Fairness is 

also improved, because the cell-edge UEs offloaded to picos 

get a greater time share of scheduling. However, some 

high-throughput UEs may get worse performance, which 

include the UEs served by picos before macro power reduction 

that get a smaller time share of scheduling and the UEs served 

by macros which have worse geometry on one carrier. By 

setting CIO to 3dB, the coverage area of the picos is further 

enlarged, and more UEs are associated with the picos. 

Compared with CIO = 0dB, this improves the median and 10% 

tail throughput performance, with the mean being almost 

unchanged.  

Figure 3 shows the throughput CDF for single-carrier capable 

UEs, where UEs are uniformly dropped. The corresponding 

statistics are summarized in Table 2. Power reduction improves 
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the mean throughput at CIO = 0dB, and the tail/median/mean 

throughputs at CIO = 3dB. At CIO = 0dB, there are few UEs 

associated with picos, and power reduction affects the 

geometry of UEs served by macros; this is reflected in the gain 

seen in the tail/median throughput for Setup 2. 

 
Figure 2: Full buffer user Tput for single-carrier UEs, clustered UE 

dropping, 32UEs/Macro. 

 

Single-Carrier UE Gain UE Association. 

Cluster 50% Mean 10% Tail Med. Macro Pico 

Baseline Macro only 100% 0% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 0dB 194% 37% 63% 75% 25% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 0dB 228% 73% 110% 51% 49% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 3dB 205% 75% 102% 66% 34% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 3dB 222% 154% 181% 35% 65% 

 

Table 1. Throughput gain of HetNets with single-carrier capable UEs, 

clustered UE dropping, and 32UEs/Macro area, under full buffer traffic. 

 
Figure 3: Full buffer user Tput for single-carrier UEs, uniform UE 

dropping, 32UEs/Macro. 

 

Single-Carrier UE Gain UE Association. 

Uniform dropping 
Mean 

10% 

Tail Med. Macro Pico 

Baseline Macro only 100% 0% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 0dB 101% 13% 20% 89% 11% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 0dB 148% 3% 10% 70% 30% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 3dB 112% 29% 37% 83% 17% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 3dB 142% 50% 61% 52% 48% 

 
Table 2. Throughput gain of HetNets with single-carrier capable UEs, 

uniform UE dropping, and 32UEs/Macro area, under full buffer traffic. 

 
Figure 4: Full buffer user Tput for dual-carrier UEs, clustered UE 

dropping, 16UEs/Macro. 

 
Figure 5: Full buffer user Tput for dual-carrier UEs, uniform UE 

dropping, 16UEs/Macro. 

 

Dual-Carrier UE Gain UE Association. 

Cluster 50% 
Mean 

10% 

Tail Med. Macro Pico 

Baseline Macro only 100% 0% 

HetNet, Setup1, max-Rate 197% 36% 63% 75% 25% 

HetNet, Setup2, max-Rate 298% 95% 172% 54% 46% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 3dB 201% 63% 88% 68% 32% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 3dB 298% 133% 242% 36% 64% 

 

Table 3. Throughput gain of HetNets with dual-carrier capable UEs, 

clustered UE dropping, and 16UEs/Macro area, under full buffer traffic.  

 

Dual-Carrier UE Gain UE Association. 

Uniform dropping 
Mean 

10% 

Tail Med. Macro Pico 

Baseline Macro only 100% 0% 

HetNet, Setup1, max-Rate 86% 11% 20% 89% 11% 

HetNet, Setup2, max-Rate 154% 36% 59% 71% 29% 

HetNet, Setup1, CIO 3dB 95% 26% 38% 83% 17% 

HetNet, Setup2, CIO 3dB 162% 60% 102% 53% 47% 

 

Table 4. Throughput gain of HetNets with dual-carrier capable UEs, 

uniform UE dropping, and 16UEs/Macro area, under full buffer traffic. 

 

Figures 4 and 5 show the throughput CDFs for dual-carrier 

capable UEs, where results using the serving cell selection in 

Equation (3) are denoted by “max-rate” and results using 
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Equation (4) are denoted by “CIO 3dB”. Note that we drop 16 

dual-carrier capable UEs in each macro area and 32 

single-carrier capable UEs in each macro area. This is because 

these two settings will result in roughly the same number of 

UEs per carrier in each macro area under Baseline (Macro only) 

scenario. The statistics are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The 

results show that power reduction can improve the 

mean/tail/median throughput performance by 20% ~ 70%, and 

serving cell selection with CIO=3dB outperforms the “max-rate” 

selection metric and improves the tail/median throughput 

performance by 15% ~ 30%. 

B. Bursty Traffic Simulation Results 

Due to limited space, we mainly show the results for 

dual-carrier capable UEs, with clustered UE dropping. Note 

that the UE density is increased from 16 as in the full buffer 

simulation to 32 for the bursty traffic simulation. This has been 

done in order to increase the chance of bursts colliding and 

demonstrate the benefits offered by HetNets. We also provide 

the results for single-carrier capable UEs in Baseline (Macro 

only) scenario for comparison, and the UE density is 32 (16 per 

carrier). To evaluate the burst rate at different loading, we vary 

the burst size x, so that the offered load per UE, i.e., the average 

 

 
Figure 6: User average burst rates for dual carrier UEs, clustered UE 

dropping, 32UEs/Macro. 

 
Figure 7: Average macro TTI utilization for bursty traffic, dual carrier 

UEs, clustered UE dropping, 32UEs/Macro. 

 

amount of traffic delivered to a UE in unit time, varies in the 

range of 0.2Mbps ~ 0.45Mbps. The mean burst rate is shown in 

Figure 6, and the mean TTI utilization over all macros is shown 

in Figure 7. Increasing the burst size increases the chance of 

two bursts colliding and sharing the resources, and increases 

the interference from other cells due to higher loading. This 

leads to a decrease in the mean burst rate, as seen in Figure 6. 

With macro power reduction on F2, macros become less loaded, 

as seen in Figure 7, indicating that more UEs are offloaded to 

the picos. This leads to higher mean burst rates in Setup 2, as 

seen in Figure 6. Using cell selection with CIO = 3dB, there is 

even more offloading and the mean burst rate is also higher. 

Note that in DC-HSDPA macro only scenario, the burst rate 

gains of dual-carrier capable UEs compared to single-carrier 

capable UEs are significant only in the low load regime, while 

HetNet DC-HSDPA can provide significant gains in the high 

load regime compared to DC-HSDPA macro only scenario. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provided a system level performance analysis of 

HSPA multi-carrier HetNets. HSPA multi-carrier HetNet 

deployments enable the use of simple range expansion 

techniques, i.e., lowering the macro transmit power on a carrier. 

For both Full Buffer and Bursty traffic, significant gains were 

seen in median and tail performance by deploying picos and 

macro power reduction. Results also showed that selecting the 

serving cell purely based on Ecp/Io is not optimal and higher 

gain can be observed by considering CIO of 3dB vs. 0 dB for 

the picos. 
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